CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM
in which q is the heat absorbed when a kilogram-molecule
dissolves to saturation in the pure solvent, qc that absorbed
when the pure solvent is transformed into saturated
solution (by mixture with an infinite quantity of it),
g — q0 or Q is therefore the heat which would be absorbed,
theoretically, if the substance were dissolved in its satu-
rated solution, a quantity which may be arrived at as
a limiting value, and so may be called the ' ideal heat of
solution/ It is important, and indeed so far the leading
result of the above equations, that the increase of solubility
with   the temperature, —~|— or ~^> is determined as
dT

to sign by Q ; since --^ - the increase of osmotic pressure
dO
with the concentration, is positive. As example, it may be
mentioned that, as the great majority of solids dissolve
with absorption of heat, their solubility increases with the
temperature, and in the opposite case decreases. The less
common cases where the converse is true are for that reason
noteworthy, and one or two may be remarked on here 1.
i. Lime decreases in solubility with rise of temperature ;
the same is true of calcium propionate, butyrate, valerate ;
further of barium valerate and capron'ate, and of zinc
butyrate. In all these cases the heat of precipitation is
negative, i. e. heat is evolved on solution.
a. Some substances, such as gypsum and some of the
above-named organic salts, show a maximum of solubility,
so that at that temperature a reversal of sign occurs in
the change of solubility. That goes hand in hand with
a reversal of sign in the heat of precipitation ; if the latter
is QT at one temperature and Q,T+t at another, a cyclic
process without performance of work may be imagined in
which salt is precipitated at T: heat QT; salt and solution
are heated by f : heat ~C'£; the precipitated salt dissolved
at T+t: heat — qt+i] and the solution cooled to T: heat
(ft, in which V and G" are the specific heats of salt
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